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ABSTRACT
Human civilization formed from several communities and each community is growing and developing all the communities. We are observing the evolution of human civilization. Why do some countries get richer every day? And some of the highest incomes in rich countries pay for improving their innovation and development costs and the future of the country but low-income and poor countries does not do anything. Several communities are always people who are hard-working creative and entrepreneurial addition to their problems; help others to solve community problems. Joseph Schumpeter the father of enterprise believed that the scientific and economic development growth and job creation that is possible when a system the people in the community take risks and to new innovative methods of alternative solutions and approaches to per inefficient and archaic. This means anyone with a new idea of entrepreneurship and business process mobilization marketed through the new product or service. The human society development process since the beginning can see with help of a time machine from the beginning until now and we see that in each period and creative entrepreneurs have pioneered new developments. From the Renaissance to the present number of experts on entrepreneurship has researched and everyone has tried to encourage every person in own age. Entrepreneurs are individuals with special characteristics such as courage, innovation, hard work, creativity, with the goal of success, etc. These special conditions during childhood and adolescence and therefore pursue the implementation of their projects. However, the development of national and international entrepreneurs is not possible without new ideas, way of life and their composition, creativity, design, fight hard, take risks and succeed with hope and confidence is high. These three personal skills, technical and management required. The main advantages of entrepreneurship for job creation, completion of civilization and industry increased productivity, preventing brain drain then increase national wealth and etc. Because governments use this key and scroll and progress must appropriate and use this important legislation and provided with the necessary facilities to encourage youth entrepreneurship and to transform society and in the international competition and to succeed in their community.

Introduction
Why are some countries rich and others poor? Why some countries most of their earnings improve, innovate and evolve the lowest cost to others?

Human civilization composed of several communities. Every society is evolving and the evolution of human civilization is the evolution we observed.

Spengler (1932) is likening the economic growth of the organization to the stages of birth, growth and death of one Wight.

Some of these communities are confused in choosing their field of study or career Lived until failure and its failure to recognize the wrong choice. Others on the job and make the right choice but that factors such as education, social conditions, laws, investments, partners and Complaint. But some of those same communities in which new ideas, new developments, norm-breaking and rapid innovation and select the correct and timely, and the courage to risk his changes in addition to their problem, they are also effective in solving some of their fellows. The brave innovators and hunting opportunities consider in today's society as an entrepreneur.

Schumpeter is father of entrepreneurship on the belief that economic growth and scientific development of the system can be due to the people in the other sections of society to risk, to innovate new methods and solutions and alternative approaches are inefficient and old [Saeidi Kia, M., 2009].

Now, the reasons why we are trying to hire people, entrepreneurial and innovative development of the country in all aspects of the process are possible. In this paper the definition and importance of entrepreneurship and its role in society and the impact of international entrepreneur’s entrepreneurial characteristics are discussed. Hope to be useful.

Definition of Entrepreneurship
Lexical meaning pioneer is founder of new services. Within the meaning of the word are spirit and energy and vitality. In today's society, the word of someone who devoted a lot of determination, creativity, persistence and success in business is a leader and a hero. Peter Drucker believes small businesses and new entrepreneurs who start with limited capital and lead to innovation [Saeidi Kia, M., 2009].
An entrepreneur is a person who has a new idea and mobilizes resources through the process of creating a business and financial risks associated with social and family risk and market a new product or service offerings [Ahmadpoor dariani, M., and Moghimi, S., (2008)].

**Entrepreneurship History**

If a time machine back to get far away from human civilization, primates to meet the most basic needs of hard to see that they are in trouble and confusion. No way to produce more food or kept for days, could not get anything. Centuries later, the descendants of these people are in addition to solve all the problems of daily progress of scientific, artistic, literary and to relic’s friend big problem for put Industrial. Today, only some of the responsibility characterization methods and their development have persistent effects. The path continued to the present generation of innovative human intelligence piece split particles the path continued to the present generation of innovative human intelligence piece split particles. The development process of human civilization since the beginning that they were leading change and innovation, they worked hard and long-term experiments carried out to achieved the best ways to help to the others. Inventors and entrepreneurs and creative societies were in fact just the kind they see and hear and think and motivation and perseverance with others varied from the shortage as an opportunity and finally, after much hard work it took to become a success for human civilization. When the inventors and entrepreneurs to create content its peak population growth has been higher than other communities are in place. The above mention subjects can be summarized in the following diagram

**Fig 1: growth of human civilization diagram**

Spot of A is early human life and human life is basic and lacks facilities Course B, C, D and the development of human civilization is trying to change the culture of life and civilization, and the changes we are seeing slow motion. Course G, F, E is the period of human growth and rapid change is moving towards the point H can vary the height of human civilization in the medieval period When man discovered fire was put in place many years after the invention of the printing industry, industrial revolution, the Internet, nanotechnology etc. Open at the peak of civilization had spearheaded in the period of change and new technology inventors and entrepreneurs just. But the left side of the chart can show that the civilization Along with others who are different reasons for this lack of progress and success in different areas can easily destroy civilization to the point and not place anything except memories.

After the Renaissance, Britain and Italy for more rapid changes in their many activities conducted in support of entrepreneurship.

The German economy doctrine is widely used in elementary school and worked so that Schumpeter's German experts for scientific activities, particularly in the areas of entrepreneurship and widely known as the Father of entrepreneurship.

He who believes in the business and commercial activities, products, or new methods of production to use or establish a new institute to reach profitability, Entrepreneurship and innovation are creative features [Imani, M., and et al., (2009)].

After study a wide range of entrepreneurial management, planning, economics, sociology and psychology, etc and today is interdisciplinary in nature. During 50 to 70 decades in the decades psychologists have sought to understand whether they can recognize those who have achieved the impossible.

Germany, England and united state of America are the countries that work in this field deeply. In 1933 the first institute of entrepreneurs was in Germany, in 1937 in England and in 1942 in America. In Japan 1956 the first entrepreneurs start. In India 1950 the first phase of entrepreneurs starts. From 1970 to 1992 more than 96% of entrepreneurs were the elements of Japan industry that achieve by them.

Personal characteristics of entrepreneurs

The overall results shows that research and interview with entrepreneurs these people have all or some of the following characteristics, and that these factors can manage:

**Have high self-esteem**

- Balance and moderation are respected at work and risk appetite
- High commitment and responsibility they feel strongly
- Desperately seeking independence and are patient
- To reflect his performance (with appropriate)
- From within and never felt the need to change and innovation are reasonable and are not satisfied.
- The success and standing require
- In general, results-oriented and financial rewards alone will not satisfy them
- Monotonous and repetitive work extremely tired
- Hopeful and optimistic about the future of your business
- Always have a clear purpose and plan
- From time to good use.
- Identify any situation and turn it to opportunity and success
- Visited the bottom of the problems and trying to find new and different solutions
- Idealistic and always looking to evolve and succeed
- It was too hard and diligent work
- Brave and bold decision and enjoyed and it works
- Always trying to solve problems and succeed vigorously insisted

**Where is the source of entrepreneurship?**

Where are entrepreneur persons come from truly and how do they work? Are they being born entrepreneur or they become entrepreneur with learning later and help to society. Connoisseurs believe that we should search the source of entrepreneurship based on experiences that we gotten in period of life In the family, culture, and people's childhood environment.

Childhood education, children's freedom in family, amount of self centeredness and self confidence in children and teenagers, type of family's sight and culture about in cultural value relate to job, industry and onus to country, parent's employment and kind of the parent's job and amount of Children's familiarity with these jobs, parent's different role in the house and society, amount of parent's education and their attempt in children's successful education, amount of family's income, facilities and convenience, amount and kind of persuasion and support from family and kinsfolk in necessary situation from children, financial and spiritual help from family to children, parent's hard working, help to recognize and raising children's talents by family and etc. all and all are very important and vital in forming child's character specially in first five years of his or her life. And aware family in this subject can help easily to growth and deliver entrepreneur persons to society and they can become helpful in developing their own society. How the entrepreneur can help to human society?
National and international development are not be possible without entrepreneurship, creating idea, model and new work. Entrepreneur's life style have combination with creativity, new design, competition and risk receptivity and hard working with hope to success and with high self confidence. Combine science, art, talent and interest based on society's need for solving present and future requirement.

In a society, somehow that leading to make profit and efficiency. Indeed with his or her own model, idea, and creativity product money and challenges, and give life and effort to society. Because he or she knows final entrepreneur ship product is one of special necessities of society and because of this case he or she chooses the best and cheapest way to product and provide services for their own way. Entrepreneur maybe haven't had any investment, but makes investment, with his or her own job. And for realize this case, should Provide necessary factors such as: human force, facilities and equipment, first materials, investment and etc. with use the power of making definitive decision and own talent and skills. And also use various consultant to become true his/her own model.

Entrepreneur create beneficial situation from noting they look carefully in their environment and diagnose the chances available in present and future and so make plans for them, get consult and gather necessary things.

Finally realize his or her own model and they insist and try hard for success they didn't think to anything else, and they achieve part of their own society.

Existent of this kind of persons in society cause growth and develop in that society and it prevents stringency from mental, scientific dormancy, industry dormancy of society.

For realize above cases, one entrepreneur should have below skills:

A) Personal skill  B) Technical skill  C) Management skill

In personal skill dimension entrepreneur need ability in risk receptive, control ability, and inward discipline, having innovation and creation , production ability and management ability for evolution in works and jobs, change course, insist and perseverance in solving problems, hard working, leadership, became providence and foresight, and etc. In technical skill dimension also need to have ability in diagnosing technology relate to job, having model on new technology design ,having skill for using new technology ,having ability for repairing technology relate to job. But in management skill dimension we need to have ability in programming and define aims based on assay necessity and priority, organizing, and coordination, having negotiation and consultation ability, deciding and administering the program, moral human relationship , having budgeting and accountancy skill , marketing, control and surveillance from model until sell.

Benefits and role of entrepreneurship in society:

- entrepreneur ship cause increasing in level of quality on society's life
- entrepreneur ship cause adequate dispensation on income and wealth in society
- entrepreneur ship cause increasing in national capitation income
- entrepreneur ship cause concentrate in savings and disperse wealth in country level
- entrepreneur ship cause decreasing economic concentrate in society
- entrepreneur ship cause repeating dispensation in wealth, income and even political and industrial power again like fair in society
- entrepreneur ship can cause develop and promotion in international business level

Conclusions and outlines:

With paying attention what said before, it's necessary all countries specially developing countries, should have special glance on entrepreneurship and manifold society's speed and advancement engine with that help.

Researches show entrepreneurship was among factors that could helped to resolving the Europe financial crisis in recent years and because of Germany strong in entrepreneurship was first European country that blow over from financial crisis. Governments with determine diplomacies, design and suitable programs, and with true packing, support and encourage entrepreneurs seriously and provide society's development package with more speed.

With these solution governments can work in this subject:

- Presenting facilities and necessary services to entrepreneurs
- Support from national production and national investment and also provide necessary discipline and pacification in society
- Administrative and operative support on different way to entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship product.
- Help and support from new young entrepreneur in country.
- Create fast and easy marketing facilities to help entrepreneurs direction until Sell product and providing services
- Provide technical help, industry and technology necessary in society with suitable price and presenting education and consulting help in level of society for entrepreneurs.
- Reform the structures and subjects available on society at development and support entrepreneur's direction.
- Teach creativity and entrepreneurship from school until PhD level for all students in the country.
- Change idea in structure of education system in country in all level for make entrepreneur ship stronger Consist entrepreneur ship institute for communication and sympathy between entrepreneur ship teachers and college students.
- Operate thinking room and scientific and technical knowledge parks for helping the entrepreneurs and also government s with paying attention and exactitude opinion in under moot points must helping to entrepreneurs.

Culture and society’s opinion about entrepreneurship, situation and position of country between other neighbor countries and ability for contest with them, political factors in country, government's politics and opinions on society and amount of support from that to entrepreneurship, amount of political and financial security for investors, law and bureaucracy, registered companies law, collect facilities and recording inventions, amount of government’s communication with other countries, amount of exchange science, investment ,and technology available in country with other countries, amount of quality of technology available in country, culture govern in country about
support from national production and entrepreneurship, youth’s motivation for achieving success, amount of interest of people in the society for investing in the country, Arena for young people to travel abroad, being a people orient consumer in society and etc. all and all can be influence in the amount of entrepreneurship and another dependent factors on it.

Hope that one day all countries can solve all of the problems in this area and creative and hard working young people make all of their entrepreneurship ideas come true.
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